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ABSTRACT
There is a general belief that Yue constitutes a highly uniform dialect group,
with its members sharing a good number of structures and lexica with the
regional prestige dialect, Cantonese. Based on our first hand data collected
from the field, this paper* describes the lesser known grammatical diversity
across the Yue dialects, which can be illustrated by the different uses of the
following features: (a) ideophonic suffixes; (b) diminutive suffixes and tone
sandhi; (c) perfective aspect markers and their position in the VP, and (d)
neutral question forms. The survey includes nine dialects from different
subgroups, most of which are spoken far away from the Pearl River Delta
where Cantonese dominates. Our study reveals that while Cantonese has
obvious influence over other members of Yue, the grammatical diversity
across Yue cannot simply be overlooked.
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1.1 Previous Concerns
There are two different
approaches to this question. Studies on
㋥䃎ᯩ䀰䃎⌅Ⲵཊ⁓ᙗ
lexicalization patterns (e.g., Talmy 2000) and semantics-to-syntax
䜝ᗵѻ
䥒ᘇᆹ
䝂హᖕ
alternations (e.g., Rappaport Hovav and Levin 2010) probe into the
俉ᐲབྷᆨ
俉ᮉ㛢ᆨ䲒
俉、ᢰབྷᆨ
semantic components lexicalized in verbs of motion. On the other hand,
studies on semantic frames (cf. Fillmore and Atkins 1992) attempt to
ᨀ㾱 frame-specific elements coexisting in a motion event. In search of
identify
㋥䃎䮧ᵏԕֶ䜭㻛㿆⛪аぞޗ䜘ᐞ⮠䔳ሿⲴ╒䃎ᯩ䀰Ǆ⛪ൠ॰ᙗ℺
motion-related
lexical components, Talmy (2000, 1985) proposed that a
ေᯩ䀰ˈᔓᐎ䂡઼ަԆ㋥䃎ᯩ䀰ޡӛ⮦ᮨ䟿Ⲵ䃎⌅㎀Ώ઼䂎ᖉǄᵜ
motion involves: an object (Figure) moves to a location (Ground) along a
᮷ṩᬊᗎ⭠䟾䃯ḕᗇֶⲴㅜа䋷ᯉˈᤷࠪ㋥䃎ᯩ䀰Ⲵ䃎⌅ަሖᆈ൘
path
(Path) with the motional act (Move), specified by the way the Figure
аᇊ〻ᓖⲴᐞ⮠Ǆᡁف㘳ሏⲴ䃎⌅㎀Ώवᤜ˖(a)
moves (Manner). These components may be lexicalized⣰䊼䂎ᖼ㏤˗(b)
in different ways: ሿ
ちᖼ㏤৺丣䆺˗(c) ᆼᮤ億⁉䁈৺ަ൘अ䂎⸝䃎кⲴս㖞˗(d) ѝᙗ
(1)ਕǄ䃯ḕⲴㇴഽवᤜҍػᯩ䀰唎ˈབྷ䜘࠶䚐䴒ᔓᐎ䂡ⴋ㹼Ⲵ⨐⊏й䀂
a. English:
(Talmy 2000:28)
⍢ൠ॰Ǆᵜ᮷ᤷࠪ˖䴆❦ᔓᐎ䂡ሽぞ㋥䃎ᯩ䀰Ⲵ⻪ᆈ൘аӋᖡ丯ˈ
The rock slid
down the hill.
ն㋥䃎ᯩ䀰䃎⌅Ⲵཊ⁓ᙗӽ❦нᇩᘭ㿆Ǆ
[Figure] [Move+Manner] [Path] [Ground]
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b. Spanish:
(Talmy 1985:69)
䰌䦥䂎
La botella entró
en la cueva
(flotando).
㋥䃎 䃎䀰ཊ⁓ᙗ ⣰䊼䂎ᖼ㏤ ሿち ᆼᮤ億⁉䁈 ѝᙗਕ
[Figure] [Move+Path]
[Ground] [Manner]

